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FINANCIAL WARM-UP  

Complete these financial warm up questions at least once before you start

your daily routine. I recommend revisiting them monthly until you’re frequently

in financial flow and have healthy financial habits. 

Feel free to revisit these and reflect on them more regularly, to refine

your financial focus and get conscious of, and clear, any limiting beliefs,

fears, doubts or behaviours in your Quantum Self Meditation. This will

help you to access your intentions with greater ease, flow and accelerate

your access to unlimited abundance. 

Create time and find a safe place where you won’t be distracted for ideally 30

mins or more:  

Create the space to reflect and get really honest and clear within yourself on

what you want. If there’s something that doesn’t come clearly, don’t struggle,

make a note of the clarity you seek and allow that to come in your daily

Quantum Self meditations. 

Financial fitness is a lot like our physical, emotional and mental health and

wellbeing – it’s the daily habits and practice that keeps us in good shape; it

requires intention, focus and discipline. Any healthy habits take getting used

to, but once we lock it in, it becomes uncomfortable to not be financially fit.
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Answer the following questions to sharpen your focus and intention to create

Quantum Clarity and Certainty on your definition of Financial Freedom:

1/  Get clear on your financial intention – what do you want and why do you

want this? What will it get for you? What will it do for you?

2/ What does Financial feel like for you? How does it sound? What things will 
you hear people saying? What emotions and sensations will you experience?

What will you see? What will you do? The greater clarity and specificity the 
better.

3/ What do you need to believe to be financially free? Being certain of your 
success. Knowing that whatever you want, you are worth. That’s the quantum 
truth of it. What comes up for you when you consider that statement? What’s 
getting in the way of you believing that you are worth what you want 
completely?
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4/ Use the Quantum Self meditation to clear any blocks, resistance or fears

that surface. Doubts, anxiety and confusion are all a normal part of being

hard-wired humans. There is no shame in it. It’s part of your evolution. Get

conscious of what’s preventing you from having what you want, clear it and

set yourself free. Continually clear your channel to create your path to

personal and financial freedom.

5/ Is there something preventing you from feeling financially free? A pattern?

Self-doubt? A limiting belief or behaviour? An unhealthy habit or addiction?

There is no judgement here. No right or wrong. Just be honest.

6/ When in doubt – zoom out - anchor back to why do you want to be 

financially   free.  Are you ready to let go of what’s blocking your freedom?What’s more 

important – your fear or your freedom?



Quantum Connection

Quantum Clarity

Quantum Certainty

Quantum Commitment

Quantum Compassion

Quantum Celebration.

Please access the Financial Freedom Workshop recording here to refresh your

understanding of the 7 Quantum Keys to Financial Freedom. I suggest

listening to it again at least once to clean fresh insights and understandings

and to help embed the concepts on each key:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

REGULAR FINANCIAL FITNESS ROUTINE

Back in the rabbit hole (I was there more than once, by the way) I lived in

financial fog, not knowing my numbers because I was too afraid to look or ask

for help.

Here are some of the tools I used to get clarity, certainty and shift myself

from hardship to financial freedom:

A) GET A FINANCIAL JOURNAL AND FOLDER

Get your financial papers all together in one place and get a financial journal

to write down your thoughts, feelings and reflections about money, there’s

way more that can be down with a money journey, stay tuned for more ideas

on this and more tools, templates or resources on will be coming to

www.alicecrawley.com soon!
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B) KNOW YOUR NUMBERS

You may need to start tracking if you haven’t already – if you need support on how

to do this, reach out to me and my team or someone else to help you get started.

Your incoming – your income, any money incoming

Your outgoing – any regular payments or expenses of financial commitments.

List when your regular or automatic payments come out of your accounts

eg: any regular payments, expenses and financial commitments

Identify your surplus -  after financial commitments - what’s left?

Get clear on your financial goals – it may be one or more of the following:

Feel in control of your money

Reduce debt or liabilities

More mindful spending vs mindless spending

Find more ways to save

Big money goal (Your dream house? Holiday of a lifetime? Education and

study?)

Build your investment portfolio
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C) DIFFERENTIATE BETWEEN YOUR NEEDS AND YOUR WANTS

Here are some good questions to ask yourself on needs and wants:

Is this expense or item essential to my wellbeing? Is it critical? Do I need it? Or

do I want it? How will I feel if I don’t have it? What’s more important –

manifesting my dream home? Or take-away lunch every day?

D) FINANCIAL REFRAMES

“I can’t afford that right now” VS “I’m choosing to conserve more cash right now”

OR “I’m choosing to save my money for other things”

Change the word "debt" to “financial commitments” – yes there is ‘good debt’

and ‘bad debt’. If the word debt it triggering feelings of deprivation,  shift it to

‘financial commitments’.

“I’m terrible with money” or “I’m just not good with money” – VS “I’m learning to

be more mindful with my money” OR “I’m focusing more on my money now which

is a step in the right direction”



DAILY ROUTINE & RESOURCES

QUANTUM SELF MEDITATION

Set the intention to do the Quantum Self Meditation every morning – ideally just

after waking up. It takes 30 days to embed a new habit. By listening to this

meditation consistently for 30 days you will retrain your conscious and unconscious

mind to think, feel and respond differently to your relationships; to money, people

and yourself. You will create new neuropathways and develop heart-mind

connection to access The Power of Quantum Connection™ to shift your

emotional, mental and fiscal state in powerful ways.

You can also use this meditation before going to sleep at night or at any point

during the day if you feel overwhelmed, disempowered or you simply need a

mental, emotional or physical boost to tap into a more resourceful state of being.

MAINTAINING YOUR FINANCIAL FOCUS, FLOW AND FREQUENCY

Financial Focus – set your intention and tap into your abundance mindset through

meditation every day.

Financial Clarity – do at least 1 exercise for 5 mins from Your Financial Fitness

Routine – it’s essential for strong financial health and hygiene.  Check your

account balances at a minimum and select one other exercise daily to stay on

track. More exercises and ideas to come on sober spending and financial

mindfulness so stay tuned!

Financial Certainty - stay focused on your intention and clear negative self-talk,

doubts or fears that come up as frequently as possible.  if you find yourself getting

down, anxious or overwhelmed, use the meditation on my website

www.alicecrawley.com.

Be aware of your language – use the financial reframes and create new and

empowering ones

Reach out for support – you are not alone – call someone you know and trust. I’m

here for you too. Message me at alice@alicecrawley.com  You’ve got this!
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https://www.alicecrawley.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/Workshop-Meditation-1.m4a
https://www.alicecrawley.com/

